
IMPACT OF ELECTRONIC MEDIA ON ADVERTISING

Some examples of electronic media can be television, radio, and Internet. Consumerism can be defined as a fact or
practice of an increasing consumption of.

People believe that advertisements brainwashes the consumer into purchasing unnecessary items. Media
broadcasting has introduced the new way of casting news. Youth like to watch it and feel relaxation. The
number of people who regularly use various social media channels has grown dramatically and more and more
people are getting more and more involved with social media to grow their businesses and to build
relationships with other people all of the time. Programs like haseb-e-hal and khabar-nak they are not only the
source of entertainment but also the interpretation of news in a funny manner with lots of informative
segments involved in it. Culture is an active and vibrant constituent of a society. The controversies in the lives
of the celebrities are often highlighted by the media. If we compare our youth awareness level with American
youth we will feel the difference because there only 2 to 3 news channels. So the electronic media news has
also good and bad influence on us. Media generally defined as the main means of mass communication. It is
about building relationships with others who will eventually become your customers. Electronic media
promotes Healthy Ideas 3. Television violence is accompanied by vivid production features; children are
predisposed to seek out and pay attention to sex and violenceâ€”even in cartoons! On the bases of this bad
impact youth has also lost the interest on the electronic media news. It is located in Islamabad, Islamabad
capital territory. In their turn, consumerism and voyeurism exert an influence over the medium, so that there is
a relationship of reciprocity between television and society. Sociologists refer to this as mediated culture
where media reflects and develop the culture. But a new face of this technology has no similarity with the old
one. Another big example is Pakistan idol. The reason that the face of marketing is changing so drastically is
that the marketers understand that they need to go wherever the clients are. And sometimes news is exploiting
it and sometime it moralized the mind and lead towards the success and solved many of the problems. A
majority of the audiences believe in what is depicted by the media. Youth should promote the awareness of
very thing through this mean because it is the best way. Almost everything on television focuses an interest in
the here and now, exciting and inspiring events. Lately, media theories that regard the audience as a passive
entity have been discarded, and advanced media theories take into account the audience response. Since the
beginning of society has relied on advertising to publicly promote a product or a specific service. It is healthy
for the society when it evolves with sustaining values, when it nurtures a lifestyle, attitude and consciousness
aimed at betterment of society in the long run. The research tools which I will use in field research are as
followed to have a comprehensive and detailed qualitative data which is anthropological method and
technique to comprehend my academic work in my ethnographic research. The more relationships you can
build with other people, the more they will begin to trust you, believe in your credibility, want to do business
with you, and ultimately become loyal customers. The social media revolution The revolution was inevitable.
B in his book he wrote about the news.


